Introduction
============

Proper cytoskeleton function requires collective motor protein activities. Various intracellular processes depend on the action of antagonistically acting motors. An important example is the assembly of the bipolar spindle that segregates chromosomes during cell division ([@bib52]; [@bib6]; [@bib72]). Minus end--directed motors such as dynein and kinesin-14 contribute to focusing minus ends of microtubules at spindle poles with varying relative importance in different experimental systems ([@bib15]; [@bib39]; [@bib41], [@bib42]; [@bib14]; [@bib73], [@bib74]; [@bib46]). In contrast to the situation at spindle poles, the plus ends of microtubules are not focused by plus end--directed motors in the spindle center. Instead, interpolar microtubules establish an antiparallel microtubule overlap, which ultimately ensures the bipolarity of the spindle ([@bib56]; [@bib23]; [@bib40]). How this overlap is generated is not understood at a mechanistic level. Based on loss-of-function studies, it has been proposed that it is the consequence of balanced activities of motors with opposite directionality ([@bib55]; [@bib46]; [@bib60]; [@bib43]). In most systems, the plus end--directed mitotic motor kinesin-5 is thought to push half-spindles apart by antiparallel microtubule sliding in the central overlap region of the spindle ([@bib44]; [@bib61]), whereas minus end--directed motors such as dynein or kinesin-14 have been proposed to counteract this activity ([@bib55]; [@bib46]; [@bib60]).

Kinesin-5 is a tetrameric motor with a bipolar configuration having kinesin domain dimers at either end of the elongated molecule (a motor--motor cross-linker; [@bib31]). In contrast, kinesin-14 is a dimeric molecule with motor domains at only one end of the molecule and diffusible nonmotor microtubule binding domains at the other end (a motor--handle cross-linker; [@bib5]; [@bib16]). Despite their different molecular domain compositions, both motors have been shown to be able to cross-link and slide antiparallel microtubules ([@bib28]; [@bib53]; [@bib5]; [@bib16]). Such cross-linking combined with directional motility is a key property for the capacity of a motor to organize microtubules in space ([@bib50]). In addition to the differences in their domain composition, the two motors also differ in their kinetic properties. Kinesin-5 was shown to be weakly processive ([@bib36]; [@bib69]; [@bib29]). In contrast, kinesin-14 has been demonstrated to be nonprocessive ([@bib10]; [@bib13]).

How mitotic motors with opposite directionality behave in competition when acting collectively on microtubules is largely unknown. Theoretical work has predicted that mixtures of motors can generate unstable states ([@bib1]; [@bib21]; [@bib47]). This agrees with microtubule gliding experiments with mixtures of immobilized nonmitotic kinesin-1 and dynein in which bidirectional microtubule transport was observed ([@bib68]). Similar observations were made with mixtures of surface-immobilized *Drosophila melanogaster* kinesin-5 and -14 ([@bib64]). However, as a consequence of motor immobilization, the configuration of a microtubule gliding experiment is artificial as compared with the behavior of microtubule cross-linking motors in cells. Therefore, it is still an open question whether mitotic motors can establish a stable balance of force when connecting antiparallel microtubules.

Previously, mixtures of artificially constructed oligomeric motors and microtubules have been shown to self-organize into microtubule asters in vitro ([@bib50]; [@bib63]). However, such self-organization experiments have not been performed with natural mitotic motors. Consequently, it is unclear whether full-length kinesin-5 or -14 can autonomously focus microtubule ends into poles without other factors and how mixtures of natural antagonistic kinesins and dynamic microtubules self-organize in space.

In this study, we have examined the interplay between the antagonistic motors kinesin-5 and -14 in vitro in two relevant experimental configurations with respect to their role in mitosis. We show that the two motors do not generate a stable balance of force when acting in antiparallel microtubule pairs. Instead, the system shows directional instability. By slowing down microtubule sliding through protein friction, a nonmotile microtubule cross-linker can stabilize overlaps. In self-organization experiments, we demonstrate that natural kinesin-14 has the intrinsic ability to focus microtubule minus ends to asters. This is in contrast to kinesin-5, which did not organize microtubule asters in our in vitro system. A nonmotile microtubule cross-linker impedes motor-mediated self-organization. These results suggest, first, that the properties of the two studied mitotic motors are adapted for their specific organizational tasks in the spindle and, second, that there is an intrinsic conflict between antiparallel microtubule overlap stabilization by a static microtubule bundler and motor protein--driven microtubule organization, which requires dynamic microtubule sorting.

Results
=======

We studied collective antagonistic motor action of purified kinesin-14 and -5 from *Xenopus laevis*, also called XCTK2 ([@bib73]) and Eg5 ([@bib56]), respectively. Using total internal reflection fluorescence (TIRF) microscopy, we first examined how GFP-labeled motors interact in vitro with the pairs of microtubules that they cross-link ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). These pairs consisted of one surface-immobilized microtubule that was dimly labeled with Cy5 and a second more strongly labeled, motor-tethered microtubule ([Fig. 1 A](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Quantification of the fluorescence intensity of GFP-labeled XCTK2 connecting microtubule pairs showed that this motor was strongly enriched in microtubule overlap regions (apparent *K*~d~ = 69 nM), where it accumulated at low concentrations around 10 times more strongly than it bound to individual microtubules. ([Fig. 1 B](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, left; and [Video 1](http://www.jcb.org/cgi/content/full/jcb.200910125/DC1)). This accumulation is an expected consequence of an effectively increased affinity resulting from simultaneous binding of the N-terminal nonmotile microtubule binding site of XCTK2 to one microtubule and of the C-terminal motor part to the second microtubule of a microtubule pair ([@bib26]; [@bib7]).

![**GFP-XCTK2 accumulates between microtubule pairs in contrast to Eg5-GFP.** (A, left) Schematic representations of the molecular architectures of tetrameric plus end--directed motor Eg5 and dimeric minus end--directed motor XCTK2. Large round and small rectangular symbols indicate motor domains and nonmotor microtubule binding domains, respectively. (middle) Scheme of a microtubule pair in the sliding assay. Long, dimly fluorescently labeled, biotinylated microtubules are attached to a biotin-PEG--coated (gray) glass surface via neutravidin links. Short, brightly fluorescently labeled, unbiotinylated microtubules (top) are bound to the immobilized microtubules via cross-linking motor proteins. The arrows on the bottom indicate the incidence angle of the excitation light, which is totally internally reflected and gives rise to an evanescent field (light blue gradient). (right) TIRF microscopy images of Cy5-labeled microtubule (MT) pairs cross-linked by GFP-XCTK2 present in solution at a concentration of 50 nM, illustrating accumulation of GFP-XCTK2 in microtubule overlaps. (B) Quantification of GFP-XCTK2 in Cy5-microtubule pairs in assay buffer containing 120 mM KCl. (left) Binding curves showing averaged TIRF intensities of GFP-XCTK2 along microtubule overlaps and single microtubules at varying concentrations of GFP-XCTK2. The error bars are standard deviations, indicating the width of the fluorescence intensity distribution. The *K*~d~ for the binding of GFP-XCTK2 to the microtubule overlap derived from the fit is 69 ± 15 nM (error is standard error of the mean). (middle) Dual-color kymograph (see also the scheme on top) of XCTK2-driven microtubule pair sliding showing the GFP-XCTK2 signal in green and the Cy5-microtubule signal in red (separate channels are shown individually in bottom panels). The length of the overlap between the two microtubules is decreasing over time. A bright microtubule moving to the right is pushed over the end of an immobilized, dim microtubule; XCTK2 accumulation is confined to the overlap region. (right) Averaged speeds of microtubule sliding at varying concentrations of GFP-XCTK2. Error bars are standard errors of means. (C) Quantification of Eg5-GFP in Cy5-microtubule pairs in assay buffer containing 50 mM KCl. (left) Binding curves showing averaged TIRF intensities of Eg5-GFP along microtubule overlaps and single microtubules at varying concentrations of Eg5-GFP. Error bars are standard deviations. Absolute intensity values are not comparable with B (left) because the excitation intensity was increased. (middle) Dual-color kymograph of Eg5-driven microtubule pair sliding showing the Eg5-GFP signal in green and the Cy5-microtubule signal in red. (right) Averaged speeds of microtubule sliding at varying concentrations of Eg5-GFP. Error bars are standard errors of the mean. A.U., arbitrary unit. Bars: (A, B \[horizontal\], and C \[horizontal\]) 5 µm; (B and C, vertical) 120 s.](JCB_200910125R_RGB_Fig1){#fig1}

The bipolar motor Eg5 behaved very differently. GFP-labeled Eg5 generally bound considerably more weakly to microtubule pairs, even after reducing the ionic strength in the buffer. Surprisingly, Eg5-GFP did not accumulate strongly in the microtubule overlap region as XCTK2 did. The fluorescence intensity roughly doubled in the overlap region as compared with single microtubules, simply reflecting the doubled number of binding sites in this region ([Fig. 1 C](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, left; and [Video 2](http://www.jcb.org/cgi/content/full/jcb.200910125/DC1)). This observation might suggest that the two motor dimers at the ends of the Eg5 molecule can bind with similar probability to binding sites either on a single microtubule or on two different microtubules in a pair.

In agreement with previous studies ([@bib28]; [@bib67]; [@bib5]; [@bib16]), both motors could slide antiparallel microtubules in vitro, leading to a decrease of the length of the overlap region when the sliding microtubule was pushed beyond the end of the immobilized microtubule ([Fig. 1, B and C](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, middle). Strict confinement of accumulated GFP-XCTK2 to the shortening overlap region indicated highly dynamic binding and unbinding. The speed of microtubule sliding driven by GFP-XCTK2 decreased from 45 to 20 nm/s with motor concentrations increasing from 1 to 20 nM ([Fig. 1 B](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, right), possibly because of crowding effects or inhibition as a consequence of mechanical coupling between motors ([@bib4]). The latter explanation is supported by microtubule gliding assays with surface-immobilized XCTK2, which also show a density-dependent velocity decrease ([Fig. S1](http://www.jcb.org/cgi/content/full/jcb.200910125/DC1)). A similar decrease in the microtubule sliding velocity was not observed for Eg5-GFP ([Fig. 1 C](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, right), probably because of the lower numbers of Eg5 molecules in microtubule pairs as a consequence of weaker binding.

Next, we addressed the question of competition between the two antagonistic motors in microtubule pairs that they cross-link ([Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). We asked, in particular, whether a stable balance of forces can be generated in these microtubule pairs at a certain XCTK2/Eg5 ratio. We used polarity-marked microtubules in these microtubule sliding assays ([Fig. 2 A](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}) to be able to distinguish between parallel and antiparallel microtubule pairs. Keeping the XCTK2 concentration constant at 0.5 nM, we varied the Eg5 concentration between 0 and 2 nM (staying well below the apparent *K*~d~ for pair binding for both motors). We observed that on average, 48 ± 2% of the microtubule pairs were antiparallel, which was roughly independent of the motor concentration ratio studied. 94 ± 1% of the antiparallel microtubule pairs were motile, whereas 96 ± 1% of the parallel microtubule pairs were immobile ([Fig. 2 B](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, right). This agrees with previous conclusions stating that cross-linking motors move antiparallel but not parallel microtubule pairs with respect to each other ([@bib28]; [@bib16]).

![**Competition of antagonistic motors in antiparallel microtubule sliding.** (A) Scheme of a pair of polarity-marked microtubules in a sliding assay (symbols as in [Fig. 1 A](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). (B) Different motility states of microtubule pairs. Example kymographs of a freely movable Alexa Fluor 568--microtubule (MT; green) bound via motor cross-links to a surface-immobilized Cy5-microtubule (red) in the presence of 0.5 nM XCTK2 and 0.66 nM Eg5-GFP, illustrating Eg5-dominated unidirectional antiparallel sliding, XCTK2-dominated unidirectional antiparallel sliding, movement with unstable directionality, and static parallel binding (from left to right). All kymographs are taken from the same sample. (C) Histograms of the instantaneous velocities of antiparallel sliding microtubules during the competition between 0.5 nM XCTK2 and varying concentrations of Eg5 (indicated to the right). Histograms contain all data of three independent experiments. (D) Fractions of Eg5-GFP-- and XCTK2-dominated movement during microtubule sliding, calculated as described in Materials and methods. (E) Mean velocities of all microtubule movements and mean velocities separately determined for only the XCTK2-dominated microtubule movements and for the Eg5-GFP--dominated movements compiled from C. (F) Mean displacement curves of antiparallel sliding microtubules during the competition. Color code as in C and G. The highest, the lowest, and the balance point Eg5 concentrations are emphasized by thick lines. (G, left) MSD curves of antiparallel sliding microtubules. (top right) MSD curve of antiparallel sliding microtubules in the presence of 0.5 nM XCTK2 (black) fitted with a parabolic function (red). (bottom right) MSD curve of antiparallel sliding microtubules in the presence of 0.5 nM XCTK2 and 0.66 nM Eg5-GFP (black) fitted with a parabolic function (from 0 to 36 s; red) and a linear function (from 36 s onward; blue). The dashed lines show continuations of the fit equation in the data range that was not used for the fit. Error bars in D and E are standard errors of the mean. Dotted lines in F and G are 95% confidence intervals. All experiments shown were performed in assay buffer containing 50 mM KCl. Bars: (B, horizontal) 5 µm; (B, vertical) 120 s.](JCB_200910125R_RGB_Fig2){#fig2}

The majority of the sliding and antiparallel microtubules moved unidirectionally, exhibiting occasional pauses ([Fig. 2 B](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, left). Below an Eg5 concentration of 0.66 nM, microtubules moved most of the time with their marked plus ends leading, indicating dominating XCTK2 activity ([Fig. 2 C](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Increasing the Eg5 concentration above 0.66 nM changed the directionality of movement, indicating that the Eg5 activity dominated. However, the speed of Eg5-driven antiparallel microtubule sliding was reduced in the presence of overlap-accumulated XCTK2 ([Fig. 2 C](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}), probably as a consequence of a counter force generated by XCTK2. Further increasing the Eg5 concentration increased the sliding velocity toward the natural Eg5 sliding velocity (unpublished data).

Interestingly, in the transition zone around 0.66 nM Eg5, microtubule pairs sliding in both directions coexisted ([Fig. 2 B](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, left). Occasionally, directional reversals were observed, which were often associated with pausing ([Fig. 2 B](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} and [Video 3](http://www.jcb.org/cgi/content/full/jcb.200910125/DC1)). In this regime of directional instability, the instantaneous velocity distribution was significantly broadened as compared with the cases in which one of the motors dominated ([Fig. 2 C](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}), and about half of the antiparallel microtubules moved in either direction ([Fig. 2 D](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, on average, none of the two motors dominated in this regime, resulting in a mean velocity of close to zero ([Fig. 2 E](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, dotted black line) and essentially no net relative displacement of microtubule pairs ([Fig. 2 F](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, green). Nevertheless, a stable balance of force resulting in static microtubule pairs was not generated. Instead, microtubules moved back and forth for micrometer distances, indicating that in individual microtubule pairs, one or the other motor type can dominate for a certain time. This also became evident in a mean square displacement (MSD) analysis ([Fig. 2 G](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, green curve). In contrast to the parabolic MSD curve for the case of directional motion in the presence of only one motor ([Fig. 2 G](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, top right, red line), a linear MSD curve was obtained for time intervals larger than ∼40 s in the case of the balanced situation with the two antagonistic motors ([Fig. 2 G](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, bottom right, blue line), which is indicative of an effectively diffusive motion for this part of the MSD curve ([@bib65]; [@bib2]).

We observed directional instability when similar concentrations of the two motors XCTK2 and Eg5 were present (0.5 nM and 0.66 nM, respectively). However, as a consequence of the differing affinities of the two motors for microtubules, the amount of XCTK2 present in the overlap zone was much higher than that of Eg5, as indicated by a 60 times higher GFP-XCTK2 fluorescence intensity as compared with the Eg5-GFP intensity at equal monomer concentrations ([Fig. 3 A](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). This means that 120 times more XCTK2 dimers bind to the overlap region than Eg5 tetramers. Nevertheless, Eg5 competes efficiently against XCTK2. This is most likely a consequence of the nonprocessivity of the XCTK2 motor and probably also of the diffusive nature of the nonmotor microtubule binding domain of XCTK2 ([Fig. 3 B](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}; [@bib16]), suggesting that only a fraction of the motor force of XCTK2 can be transmitted to the second microtubule via its diffusive nonmotor microtubule binding site for the case of antiparallel microtubule sliding. In conclusion, a stable balance of force leading to static antiparallel microtubule pairs is not established in our assay by the two antagonistic motors studied here. Instead, directional instability is generated when their activities are balanced.

![**Comparison of relative affinity of XCTK2 and Eg5 and XCTK2 single molecule characterization of XCTK2.** (A) Comparative quantification of the binding of GFP-XCTK2 and Eg5-GFP to single microtubules (MTs) and microtubule pairs (made with 0.5 nM unlabeled XCTK2) at identical conditions. (left) TIRF microscopy images of Cy5-microtubules (top) and of GFP-labeled motors as indicated (bottom) measured at identical microscopy settings for the two motors. (right) Averaged fluorescence intensities of the two GFP-labeled motors in microtubule overlaps and on single microtubules. A.U., arbitrary unit. (B) Single molecule TIRF microscopy of 0.02 nM GFP-XCTK2 on immobilized microtubules. (left) Kymographs showing binding events on an individual microtubule over time. (middle) Histogram showing the distribution of GFP-XCTK2 dwell times on microtubules and monoexponential fits (red line). The mean dwell time derived from this fit is τ = 2.86 ± 0.08 s. (right) MSD curve generated from 2,186 GFP-XCTK2 binding events and a linear fit (red line; R^2^ = 0.999). The initial linear increase of the MSD curve shows that XCTK2 does not move in a directional manner but diffuses via its nonmotor binding site on the microtubule. The one-dimensional diffusion coefficient D as derived from the slope of the fit (MSD = v^2^t^2^ = 2Dt) is D = 0.112 ± 0.001 µm^2^/s. (A and B) Stated errors and error bars are standard errors of the mean. All experiments shown were performed in assay buffer containing 50 mM KCl. Bars: (A and B \[horizontal\]) 5 µm; (B, vertical) 5 s.](JCB_200910125R_RGB_Fig3){#fig3}

After having established the basic behavior of the antagonistic motors XCTK2 and Eg5 in pairs of stabilized microtubules, we studied the large-scale self-organization of mixtures of these motors with an ensemble of growing microtubules in solution. Because kinesin-14 is important for spindle pole focusing in several organisms ([@bib39]; [@bib41]; [@bib14]; [@bib74]), we tested whether this microtubule cross-linking and sliding motor of the type nonprocessive motor-diffusive handle has the intrinsic ability to focus microtubule minus ends into asters. We incubated 100 nM XCTK2 with 20 µM tubulin, ATP, and GTP and observed that asters indeed formed from microtubules nucleated in solution ([Fig. 4 A](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} and [Video 4](http://www.jcb.org/cgi/content/full/jcb.200910125/DC1)), which is reminiscent of structures formed by processive, artificially oligomerized motors in vitro ([@bib50]; [@bib63]) or by mitotic spindles in the absence of Eg5 activity ([@bib56]; [@bib40]). Lack of XCTK2 in the self-organization mixture or presence of an XCTK2 fragment lacking the second nonmotor microtubule binding domain did not organize microtubules into asters ([Fig. S2 A](http://www.jcb.org/cgi/content/full/jcb.200910125/DC1) and not depicted), reflecting the importance of the microtubule cross-linking ability for microtubule/motor self-organization. Our results also show that teams of nonprocessive XCTK2 motors ([@bib10]; [@bib13]) accumulating efficiently between intersecting microtubules can generate effectively processive cross-links and bring microtubule ends together. A previous observation that *Drosophila* kinesin-14 can move effectively processively when trapped in microtubule bundles supports this notion ([@bib17]).

![**Self-organization of microtubules and mitotic kinesins.** (A) Self-organization of microtubules and XCTK2: time course of the formation of microtubule asters in the presence of 100 nM mCherry-XCTK2 and 20 µM tubulin. (left) Epifluorescence images of mCherry-XCTK2 and Cy5-tubulin taken at the indicated times in the individual color channels and as merged images. (right) Time course of organization monitored by image parameters: total contrast (top) for mCherry-XCTK2 images (green) and Cy5-microtubule images (red) as calculated by the standard deviation from the mean; colocalization (bottom) of mCherry-XCTK2 and Cy5-microtubule signals as calculated by Pearson's correlation. (B) Self-organization of microtubules and Eg5. (left) Early (t1) and late (t2) example images illustrating the development of self-organization with Eg5-GFP (green) and Cy5-microtubules at the concentrations indicated. (right) The time course of self-organization is monitored by the standard deviation, which is indicative of contrast (left), and Pearson's correlation coefficient, which is indicative of colocalization (right), for the color channels as indicated. The time points of the example images to the left are indicated in the curves with arrows. (C) Self-organization of microtubules and chimeric Kin-Eg5. Composition of the figure is as described in B. All experiments were performed in assay buffer with 50 mM KCl. a.u., arbitrary unit. Bars, 50 µm.](JCB_200910125_RGB_Fig4){#fig4}

The basic characteristics of the self-organized structures and thus the pathway of self-organization can be expressed using two simple parameters derived from the fluorescence microscopy images. The image contrast ([@bib20]), a measure for compaction of the observed structures (see Materials and methods), reached a stable value after about 10 min ([Fig. 4 A](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, right), which is indicative of steady-state accumulation of the motor in the center of the asters at this time. The Pearson correlation coefficient ([@bib76]) between images of Cy5-microtubules and of mCherry-XCTK2, a measure for colocalization (see Materials and methods), reached a plateau at about the same time ([Fig. 4 A](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, right), which is indicative of no relative changes in motor--microtubule colocalization. However, the contrast of the microtubule signal increased continuously during the entire observation time of 30 min ([Fig. 4 A](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, right), demonstrating that a true steady-state is not reached during the observation period. Asters continue to fuse, which is the result of continued microtubule growth and pulling forces generated by motors on overlapping microtubules from neighboring asters.

As observed in previous in vitro self-organizing systems with artificially oligomerized motors ([@bib50]; [@bib63]), the pathway leading to self-organization with natural XCTK2 critically depended on the ratio of motor to tubulin concentration (the latter determining microtubule nucleation efficiency and growth speed; Fig. S2 B and [Video 8](http://www.jcb.org/cgi/content/full/jcb.200910125/DC1)). In agreement with previous predictions from computer simulations ([@bib49]), self-organization of asters after initial microtubule--motor cluster formation was first governed by a competition between microtubule cluster expansion driven by microtubule growth and contraction driven by motor activity. Later, either large interconnected networks that were generated by fast cluster expansion (at high tubulin concentrations) broke apart as a consequence of internal tension or, under conditions of slow cluster expansion and fast contraction (at lower tubulin concentrations), isolated asters fused when aster microtubules began to overlap as a consequence of continued microtubule growth (Fig. S2 B).

Previously, it was shown that mixtures of antagonistic, artificially oligomerized motors could generate microtubule networks with interconnected plus and minus poles provided that they individually could organize microtubules into asters ([@bib63]). It remained an open question how natural antagonistic motors organize microtubules, especially with respect to the question why Eg5 does not focus microtubules into poles at the center of natural spindles. Using our purified motors, we were then in the position to address this question. First, we tested Eg5 alone in the self-organization assay and found that it behaved very differently from XCTK2. Surprisingly, we did not observe microtubule aster formation (having tested the accessible range of Eg5-GFP concentrations up to 670 nM, which was determined by the solubility limit of the motor; [Fig. 4 B](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}; [Fig. S3, A and B](http://www.jcb.org/cgi/content/full/jcb.200910125/DC1); and [Videos 5 and 9](http://www.jcb.org/cgi/content/full/jcb.200910125/DC1)). Instead, only large-scale microtubule density fluctuations were observed.

To test how two mitotic motors with opposite directionality organize microtubules, we mixed 66 nM Eg5-GFP with 100 nM mCherry-XCTK2 and found that Eg5 slowed down initial cluster contraction by XCTK2, leading then first to the formation of a large network to which both antagonistic motors bound rather uniformly ([Fig. 5 A](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} and [Video 6](http://www.jcb.org/cgi/content/full/jcb.200910125/DC1)). Then XCTK2 started to dominate visibly and to accumulate in aster centers, whereas Eg5 failed to form poles. Instead, Eg5 was finally rather evenly distributed, as theory predicts for a motor walking toward the outside of an aster ([@bib51]). These dissimilar distributions of the motors are reflected by their colocalization curves ([Fig. 5 A](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}, right). Although Eg5 lost the competition with XCTK2, its presence nevertheless influenced the pathway of self-organization. Its competitive action initially slowed down the local XCTK2 accumulation driving aster formation through an interconnected network state. These networks transformed into local clusters by motor and microtubule sorting without going through network rupturing. Mixing Eg5 at higher concentrations with 100 nM XCTK2 did further slow down self-organization as a result of competing motor action but did eventually also lead to XCTK2 asters following a similar pathway (Fig. S3 C and [Video 10](http://www.jcb.org/cgi/content/full/jcb.200910125/DC1)). XCTK2 always dominated over Eg5 (Fig. S3, C and D). We did not find a regime under which Eg5 focused microtubule plus ends efficiently into plus poles as observed in earlier experiments with artificially oligomerized kinesin-1 oligomers ([@bib50]; [@bib63]).

![**Self-organization of microtubules and antagonistic mitotic motors.** (A) Competition between XCTK2 and wild-type Eg5 in self-organization of microtubules and motors. (left) Time course of the self-organization of mCherry-XCTK2 (red), Eg5-GFP (green), and Cy5-tubulin (blue) into asters with centrally accumulated mCherry-XCTK2; concentrations are as indicated. (right) Time course of self-organization as monitored by image parameters as in [Fig. 4 A](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} for the color channels as indicated. (B) Competition between XCTK2 and chimeric Kin-Eg5 in self-organization of microtubules and motors. (left) Time course of the self-organization of mCherry-XCTK2 (red), Kin-Eg5--GFP (green), and Cy5-tubulin (blue) into separate mCherry-XCTK2--containing asters and Kin-Eg5--GFP-containing asters; concentrations are as indicated. (right) Time course of self-organization as monitored by image parameters. All experiments shown were performed in assay buffer containing 50 mM KCl. a.u., arbitrary unit. Bars, 50 µm.](JCB_200910125_RGB_Fig5){#fig5}

To test whether the specific motor properties of Eg5 are responsible for it being an inefficient pole organizer, we used a chimeric Eg5 molecule in which the Eg5 motor domain and its neck-linker were replaced by the motor domain and the neck-linker of kinesin-1, a fast and processive motor. We showed previously that this chimeric Kin-Eg5 retains the tetrameric architecture of Eg5 but has kinetic properties similar to those of native kinesin-1 ([@bib8]). Interestingly, when mixed with tubulin, this chimeric motor was able to organize microtubules into asters ([Fig. 4 C](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} and Video 5), which is reminiscent of the asters generated previously by artificially oligomerized kinesin-1 molecules that were shown to have plus poles ([@bib50]; [@bib63]). Mixing both the chimeric Kin-Eg5--GFP and mCherry-XCTK2 with microtubules produced now a new state, namely a mixture of asters in which exclusively either Kin-Eg5 or XCTK2 were accumulated, indicating opposite aster polarity ([Fig. 5 B](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} and Video 6).

Our results suggest that the properties of the natural Eg5 motor are optimized to allow efficient antiparallel microtubule sliding and to avoid focusing microtubules into plus poles. The asymmetric situation generated by the different organizational properties of the natural antagonistic motors XCTK2 and Eg5 favored pole formation of microtubule minus ends and separation of microtubule plus ends without focusing plus ends into poles.

Next, we asked how nonmotile microtubule cross-linkers affect directional instability of antiparallel microtubule pair sliding and self-organization in the presence of opposing motor activities. To construct a model microtubule cross-linker that cross-links parallel and antiparallel microtubules without any preference, we fused the two nonmotor microtubule binding domains of XCTK2 (lacking the motor domain) inserting a flexible linker ([Fig. 6 A](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). This XCTK2 DoubleTail construct was indeed able to cross-link microtubules and to create microtubule pairs without a preference for the microtubule orientation ([Fig. 6 B](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). When added to microtubule pairs in combination with XCTK2, it bound with higher affinity to microtubule pairs than to individual microtubules, as expected ([Fig. 6 C](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}, left). DoubleTail was observed to compete with XCTK2 for binding sites ([Fig. 6 C](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}, middle) and to decrease the speed of XCTK2-driven microtubule sliding in a dose-dependent manner ([Fig. 6 C](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}, right). The braking effect of DoubleTail can be well described assuming protein friction ([Fig. 6 C](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}, right, black line; see Materials and methods).

![**Effect of a nonmotor microtubule cross-linking protein on microtubule sliding and self-organization.** (A) Schematic representations of XCTK2 and the DoubleTail construct. Numbers indicate amino acid position of the XCTK2 coding sequence. (B) GFP-DoubleTail cross-links microtubules (MTs). (left) Merged microtubule channels and individual color channels of microtubule pairs formed with 0.8 nM XCTK2 GFP-DoubleTail. (right) Fraction of microtubule pairs with parallel and antiparallel orientation. (C) Addition of XCTK2 GFP-DoubleTail to an antiparallel microtubule sliding assay with 1 nM mCherry-XCTK2 motor. (left) Binding of GFP-DoubleTail to single microtubules and to microtubule overlaps. (middle) GFP-DoubleTail competes with mCherry-XCTK2 for binding to microtubules. Black lines are global fits to the DoubleTail binding and competitive inhibition curves for microtubule overlaps with the shared fit parameter *K*~d~ for the DoubleTail binding to microtubule pairs, yielding a *K*~d~ of 10.4 ± 3.0 nM (error is standard error of the mean). (right) Increasing concentrations of GFP-DoubleTail decreases the sliding velocity. The black line is a fit assuming protein friction exerted by DoubleTail (see Materials and methods). A.U., arbitrary unit. (D, left) Typical kymographs of microtubule pairs in a motor competition experiment with 0.66 nM Eg5 and 0.5 nM XCTK2 in the absence or presence of 16 nM GFP-DoubleTail. (right) Quantification of the mean absolute sliding velocity of antiparallel microtubules under these conditions. (E) Self-organization of microtubules and antagonistic kinesins (100 nM mCherry-XCTK2 and 66 nM Eg5-GFP) in the absence or presence of 1 µM Z-GFP-DoubleTail. Merged images of microtubules (red) and mCherry-XCTK2 (green) after 36 min. Entire recorded time course is shown in [Video 10](http://www.jcb.org/cgi/content/full/jcb.200910125/DC1). Error bars are standard errors of the mean (B, C \[right\], and D) or standard deviations (C, left and middle). Bars: (B) 10 µm; (D, horizontal) 5 µm; (D, vertical) 120 s; (E) 50 µm.](JCB_200910125R_RGB_Fig6){#fig6}

To test how this braking activity affects directional instability of microtubule pair sliding in the presence of both XCTK2 and Eg5 at concentrations of 0.5 nM and 0.66 nM, respectively, we also added 16 nM DoubleTail and imaged microtubule pairs over time. We observed that the mean velocity of antiparallel microtubule pair sliding was greatly decreased ([Fig. 6 D](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}), which is similar to the effect DoubleTail had on the sliding of microtubule pairs driven by XCTK2 alone. A considerable fraction of antiparallel microtubule pairs even appeared to be immobile ([Fig. 6 D](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). This demonstrates that additional protein friction can, in principle, stabilize antiparallel microtubule overlaps.

To test how microtubule cross-linking by DoubleTail affects large scale self-organization of microtubules, we added 1 µM DoubleTail to self-organization experiments with the two motors XCTK2 and Eg5 at concentrations of 100 nM and 66 nM, respectively. DoubleTail prevented sorting of motors and eventual XCTK2-driven aster formation, which occurs under these conditions in the absence of DoubleTail ([Fig. 6 E](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} and [Video 7](http://www.jcb.org/cgi/content/full/jcb.200910125/DC1)). These experiments suggest that there is an intrinsic conflict between antiparallel microtubule overlap stabilization by a simple microtubule cross-linker and motor-driven microtubule organization that requires relative microtubule movements and motor sorting.

Discussion
==========

Several loss-of-function studies in living cells have suggested that a stable balance of force generated by antagonistic motor proteins is involved in the maintenance of spindle shape and bipolarity ([@bib55]; [@bib46]; [@bib60]; [@bib43]). To which extent microtubule cross-linking motor proteins alone can produce such a balance of force is poorly understood. We have studied here in vitro the competition between the two mitotic antagonistic microtubule motors kinesin-5 and -14 in situations in which these microtubule cross-linking motors connect either two individual microtubules or a large population of microtubules that they organize in space.

We have shown in this study that directional instability of antiparallel microtubule pair sliding is generated by the two antagonistic mitotic motors when their activities are balanced ([Fig. 2, D and E](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). This phenomenon was previously also observed in microtubule gliding assays with mixtures of surface-immobilized kinesin-1 and dynein ([@bib68]) and Klp61F and Ncd, the kinesin-5 and -14 orthologues from *Drosophila* ([@bib64]). In the directional instability regime, microtubules moving in both directions coexist together with briefly pausing microtubules. The failure to establish a stable antiparallel overlap with antagonistic motors is expected to arise as a consequence of force-dependent motor dissociation and indicates that motors rather detach than stall when experiencing a counteracting force (weak motors; [@bib27]; [@bib1]; [@bib48]; [@bib21]; [@bib47]; [@bib12]). Single molecule force measurements have indeed shown that Eg5 has a higher probability to detach than to reach stall under load ([@bib69]; [@bib33]). In a situation of balancing forces between two opposing teams of weak motors, stochastic fluctuations in motor numbers are expected to invariably lead to increasing detachment of those motors that belong to the team that suffered a stochastic reduction of motor number, explaining why the balanced situation is unstable for motors with such properties. A mathematical model taking such stochastic fluctuations and force-dependent motor unbinding into account has recently provided support for this interpretation for the situation of microtubule gliding assays with mixtures of surface-immobilized *Drosophila* kinesin-5 and -14 ([@bib12]). In the future, it will be interesting to test whether a stable balance of forces can be generated under more complex conditions, for example at increased motor crowding in microtubule pairs or when multiple microtubule pairs are coupled mechanically.

An interesting difference between previous surface gliding assays ([@bib64]) and our antiparallel microtubule sliding assays is that the balance point of directional instability is reached at roughly equal motor densities in the case of surface gliding, whereas we found that a much smaller number of Eg5 molecules can efficiently compete against a large number of XCTK2 molecules in antiparallel microtubule pairs. This suggests that Eg5 is optimized for force production between antiparallel overlaps. In contrast, the diffusive nonmotor microtubule binding site of XCTK2 apparently causes rather inefficient force production between two microtubules that are exactly antiparallel, as in our microtubule pair sliding experiments. This is probably a consequence of XCTK2's nonmotor binding site diffusing along protofilaments. In contrast, Eg5 with its two motor domains at each end of the molecule does probably not diffuse when cross-linking and sliding two microtubules ([@bib29]), allowing it to produce force efficiently between two antiparallel microtubules, which is the configuration found in the center of bipolar spindles.

In vivo, the minus motors kinesin-14 and dynein are important for spindle pole focusing ([@bib39]; [@bib41]; [@bib14]; [@bib22]; [@bib74]; [@bib46]; [@bib75]). Whereas dynein appears to require additional partners for its pole-focusing activity ([@bib19]; [@bib41]), our results show that kinesin-14 can act, in principle, as an autonomous pole-forming motor not requiring additional proteins. This might indeed be the dominant mechanism by which centrosome-free meiotic spindles are focused, for example, in *Drosophila* ([@bib39]; [@bib62]).

However, Eg5 appears to be optimized for preventing focusing of microtubule plus ends into poles ([Fig. 4, A and B](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). But why didn't Eg5 generate plus poles in our self-organization experiments, although it has been reported to be weakly processive on its own ([@bib69]) and to form stable links between two individual static microtubule plus ends ([@bib28]; [@bib67])? In comparison with XCTK2, Eg5 accumulates surprisingly much less efficiently between microtubules ([Fig. 3 A](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Furthermore, its intrinsic mechanical velocity is in the range of the growth velocity of microtubule plus ends in our experiment (which is 29.2 ± 2.5 nm/s in the beginning of our self-organization experiments; unpublished data), probably making it more difficult for Eg5 than for XCTK2 to reach microtubule ends and to bring them to other microtubule ends, which is a prerequisite for pole forming activity ([@bib49]; [@bib63]). In vertebrate cells, this difference between the velocity of Eg5 motility and microtubule growth is even enhanced as a consequence of the higher microtubule growth velocity in vivo as compared with our in vitro situation. In some spindles, such as in *Xenopus* eggs, a major fraction of the Eg5 population is even actively transported toward the spindle poles in a dynein/dynactin-dependent manner ([@bib30]; [@bib67]), a process whose biological function is still poorly understood. The importance of the velocity of Eg5 for its organizational properties is emphasized by our finding that a chimeric kinesin-1--Eg5 motor, which is about 10 times faster than Eg5 ([@bib8]), can focus microtubule plus ends into poles ([Fig. 4 C](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). The recent observation that this chimeric motor ([Fig. 4 C](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}) destroys bipolar spindles in *Xenopus* egg extract ([@bib8]) emphasizes the importance of preventing plus pole formation during spindle assembly.

As a consequence of directional instability, the formation of stable antiparallel microtubule overlaps in vivo as they are found in the center of spindles probably requires additional activities. Chromosomes and other microtubule-associated proteins such as microtubule-bundling proteins might play important additional roles ([@bib45]; [@bib34]; [@bib71]; [@bib25]; [@bib32]). We found that a model microtubule cross-linking protein without any preference for the microtubule orientation had a strong influence on the behavior of the mixtures of motors with opposite directionality. It acted like a static cross-linker. These experiments illustrated that an intrinsic conflict exists between contributing to overlap stabilization and allowing motor and microtubule sorting that is required for self-organization. In this context, it is interesting to see that the microtubule cross-linker PRC1 is activated in vertebrates only in anaphase and that mutants with a regulation defect perturb spindles by excessive bundling during prometaphase ([@bib45]). In contrast to the model cross-linker we used here in our experiments, Ase1, the yeast orthologue of PRC1, has been shown to have the interesting property of binding preferentially to antiparallel microtubules ([@bib25]). In the future, it will be interesting to test which consequences this selectivity has for motor/microtubule self-organization and antiparallel overlap stabilization. However, in metazoans, PRC1 is not crucial for spindle organization before anaphase ([@bib45]), leaving still the open question of how antiparallel microtubules are stabilized in metaphase spindles. Interestingly, in many metazoans, most prominently in *Xenopus* eggs, spindles show continuous antiparallel microtubule flux combined with coordinated local microtubule polymerization in the spindle center and depolymerization at spindle poles ([@bib35]). This probably represents another more dynamic mechanism for central spindle organization, requiring other activities in addition to antagonistic motors.

In conclusion, the properties of the mitotic motors kinesin-5 and -14 appear to be adapted to their function in the spindle. Mixtures of the two motors display an inherent asymmetry of behavior with respect to the different microtubule ends, favoring minus pole formation over plus pole formation. When balanced, mixtures of these two motors alone can generate directional instability. This could promote motor protein and microtubule sorting, which is important for self-organization being able to occur. Static microtubule cross-linkers can suppress both directional instability and self-organization. The cell cycle--regulated use of such cross-linkers might provide a mechanism for antiparallel overlap stabilization after self-organization has been initiated. However, it appears likely that additional activities are needed for the spatial organization of stable antiparallel microtubule overlaps in spindle centers. In vitro assays such as the ones presented in this study will, in the future, allow testing systematically the effects of additional spindle components on self-organization and to define the minimal set of mechanochemical activities required for the establishment of stable bipolarity.

Materials and methods
=====================

Protein purifications
---------------------

Full-length Eg5 and Eg5-GFP were cloned and purified essentially as described previously ([@bib9]; [@bib67]). Sf9 cells (from 700 ml culture) expressing Eg5 or Eg5-GFP were lysed using a Microfluidizer (M110L; Microfluidics Corporation) in lysis/wash buffer (buffer A \[50 mM K~2~HPO~4~, 250 mM KCl, 1 mM ATP, 1 mM MgCl~2~, 5 mM EDTA, 10 mM 2-mercapto ethanol (ME), and complete protease inhibitors (Roche), pH 7\] supplemented with 5 mM imidazole). The lysed cells were centrifuged for 30 min at 257,000 *g*, and the supernatant was loaded (0.5 ml/min) on an equilibrated column with 5 ml Protino Ni-TED resin (Macherey-Nagel). After extensive washing, the protein was eluted with elution buffer (buffer A supplemented with 300 mM imidazole) at concentrations of around 1 mg/ml. The eluted protein was dialyzed overnight into gel filtration buffer (20 mM K~2~HPO~4~, 50 mM KCl, 0.5 mM EGTA, 50 mM imidazole, 5 mM ME, 10% glycerol, and 10% sucrose). After centrifugation for 10 min at 278,800 *g*, part of the supernatant was frozen in small aliquots in liquid nitrogen, and the remaining part was concentrated using Vivaspin 6 filters (Sartorius). After a second ultracentrifugation, the protein was gel filtered using a Superose 6 column (GE Healthcare) equilibrated in gel filtration buffer. The protein eluted as a single peak with a final concentration of 0.2 mg/ml. The peak fractions were united, in small aliquots, frozen, and stored in liquid nitrogen.

The coding sequence of full-length XCTK2 was PCR amplified from a plasmid (a gift from C. Walczak, Indiana University, Bloomington, IN; [@bib73]) and cloned into pFastBac HTc via the NotI and XhoI sites. Using the EcoRI and NotI sites, coding sequences of mCherry or GFP were inserted upstream of the XCTK2 sequence separated by a penta-Gly linker sequence, generating mCherry-XCTK2 and GFP-XCTK2, respectively. A predicted ([@bib38]) dimeric fragment of XCTK2 (corresponding to aa 122--643) without the N-terminal tail was PCR amplified and cloned into the pETM-Z, yielding Z-XCTK2(122--643), which was used for controls. The sequences of all plasmids were verified by DNA sequencing of the inserts. Full-length XCTK2 constructs were purified from Sf9 cells as described for Eg5 proteins but with the following modifications: lysis/wash buffer was buffer B (25 mM Hepes, 250 mM KCl, 2 mM MgCl~2~, and 0.5 mM ME) supplemented with 30 mM imidazole, 1 mM ATP, and complete protease inhibitors, pH 7.5; elution buffer was buffer B supplemented with 300 mM imidazole, 0.1 mM ATP; and gel filtration buffer was 25 mM Hepes, 250 mM KCl, 2 mM KCl, and 1 mM ME, pH 7.5. After gel filtration, XCTK2 proteins had a final concentration of 0.5 mg/ml. mCherry-XCTK2 always copurified with a smaller protein ([Fig. S4](http://www.jcb.org/cgi/content/full/jcb.200910125/DC1)), which was determined by immunoblotting to be XCTK2 lacking the N-terminal His tag. Thus, there is a fraction of mixed dimers that lack in part the N-terminal tag but contain the full-length motor protein. Z-XCTK2(122--643) was expressed overnight in BL21-RIL cells and purified like full-length XCTK2. It also contained a small fraction of partially degraded XCTK2.

A construct consisting of the two tail domains of XCTK2 (aa 1--121) fused to GFP was cloned into a pFastBac HTc vector. The coding sequence of GFP followed by the coding sequence for a penta-Gly linker was PCR amplified and inserted between the EcoRI and NotI site of the vector. The coding sequence for XCTK2 (aa 1--291) was PCR amplified and inserted between the NotI and XhoI site of the vector. The coding sequence for a Gly~4~SerGly~4~ linker followed by the coding sequence for XCTK2 (aa 1--121) and a stop codon was PCR amplified and inserted between the XhoI and KpnI sites of the vector. After sequencing, the construct was excised and inserted into pETM-Z using the NcoI and KpnI sites. This DoubleTail construct was expressed in BL21-RIL cells and purified as described for full-length XCTK2 (yielding Z-GFP-DoubleTail). In some preparations, the Z tag was cleaved with GST-TEV protease (EMBL), the protease was subsequently removed with glutathione Sepharose (GE Healthcare), and the cleaved Z tag was removed by gel filtration (yielding GFP-DoubleTail).

All proteins eluted earlier from the Superose 6 column than expected from their molecular weight probably because of the presence of elongated coiled-coil domains. Their Stokes radii were determined by comparison with protein standards of known Stokes radii (Gel Filtration Calibration kit HMW; GE Healthcare). The obtained values ([Table S1](http://www.jcb.org/cgi/content/full/jcb.200910125/DC1)) are in good agreement with previously published values for kinesin-5 and -14s ([@bib59]; [@bib30]; [@bib36]; [@bib18]; [@bib17]; [@bib8]). All kinesin concentrations in this study are monomer concentrations unless stated otherwise.

Chimeric Kin-Eg5--GFP was prepared by J. Cahu (European Molecular Biology Laboratory, Heidelberg, Germany) as described previously ([@bib8]). Pig brain tubulin was purified and labeled with Alexa Fluor 568--*N*-hydroxysuccinimide (NHS; Invitrogen), Cy5-NHS (GE Healthcare), or biotin-NHS (Thermo Fisher Scientific) using standard methods ([@bib24]; [@bib11]). Unlabeled tubulin was stored in liquid nitrogen at a concentration of 200 µM, and labeled tubulin was stored at concentrations of 150 µM. Tubulin concentrations are tubulin dimer concentrations.

Glass treatment
---------------

Tris-NTA (nitrilotriacetic acid)-PEG (polyethylene glycol)--coated glass and methoxy-PEG-2000-amine--coated glass were prepared essentially as previously described ([@bib37]; [@bib4]). Biotin-PEG--coated glass was prepared by mixing 95% hydroxy-PEG-3000-amine and 5% biotin-PEG-3000-amine (both from Rapp Polymere) and coupling this mixture to glass. To passivate the counter glass of the flow chambers, poly-[l]{.smallcaps}-Lys (PLL)-PEG was dried on a glass surface and then washed extensively.

Antiparallel microtubule sliding assay
--------------------------------------

In this assay, short, brightly Cy5-labeled microtubules (29% labeled tubulin) bind via motor proteins to long, biotinylated, surface-immobilized, dimly Cy5-labeled microtubules (9% labeled tubulin) and can be transported by these motors along the immobilized microtubules. To stabilize the microtubules, they were prepared using GMP-CPP as previously described ([@bib70]; [@bib3]).

Flow chambers of ∼5 µl volume were assembled from biotin-PEG coverslips, double-sticky tape (Tesa), and PLL-PEG glass slides. The chamber was loaded with the following solutions: (a) 20 µl of 5% pluronic F-127 in water for 5 min; (b) 50 µl assay buffer AB (20 mM Pipes, pH 6.85, 1 µM ATP, 1 mM EGTA, 50 or 120 mM KCl, 2.25 mM MgCl~2~, 1 mM ME, 30.6 mM glucose, 200 mM sucrose, 3 µM taxol, and 250 µg/ml β-casein); (c) 0.125 mg/ml neutravidin in AB for 2 min; (d) 50 µl AB; (e) 20 µl long biotinylated microtubules diluted in AB for 5 min; (f) 50 µl AB; (g) 0.5 nM unlabeled XCTK2 diluted in AB for 2 min (except for [Fig. 1 C](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, in which 10 nM unlabeled Eg5 was used instead of XCTK2); (h) 50 µl AB; (i) 20 µl of short microtubule seeds diluted in AB for 5 min; (j) 20 µl AB; and (k) 20 µl AB supplemented with final mix of motor proteins (5% \[vol/vol\] each, concentrations as indicated in the figure legends), 5 mM ATP-Mg, and 2.5% (vol/vol) oxygen scavengers (40 mg/ml glucose oxidase \[Serva\], and 20 mg/ml catalase \[Sigma-Aldrich\] dissolved in BRB80, separately snap frozen in small aliquots and stored at −80°C, thawed before use, mixed, incubated on ice for 1 h, and clarified for 15 min at 278,800 *g*). Only gel-filtered proteins were used for this assay. The motors were prediluted in their own storage buffers to ensure that the final buffer was always identical in composition. XCTK2 sliding was performed in AB containing 120 mM KCl, and Eg5 and competition sliding were performed in AB containing 50 mM KCl. In some experiments, the DoubleTail construct was additionally included. Final protein concentrations were as indicated in the figure legends. The chamber was sealed with lens oil, and microtubule sliding was observed at 24°C by TIRF microscopy using a setup as described previously ([@bib66]). Samples were excited at 488, 532, and 639 nm, and time-lapsed images were recorded at 6-s time intervals with 100-ms exposure times. Two to three independent experiments were performed for each condition.

To determine the directionality of microtubule movement ([Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}), we used polarity-marked microtubules prepared as follows: long, biotinylated, dimly labeled Cy5-microtubules (6% labeled tubulin) were plus end marked by incubating them for 10 min at 37°C with 60% (vol/vol) BRB80/DTT (80 mM Pipes, 1 mM MgCl~2~, 1 mM EGTA, and 1 mM DTT, pH 6.85) and 20% (vol/vol) bright elongation mix (10 µM tubulin \[37% labeled tubulin\], 8 µM *N*-ethylmaleimide--GMP-CPP--tubulin and 0.5 mM GMP-CPP in BRB80/DTT). Short, unbiotinylated, dimly labeled Alexa Fluor 568--microtubule seeds (7% labeled tubulin) were polarity marked by incubating them with 81% (vol/vol) BRB80/DTT and 17% (vol/vol) bright elongation mix. After polymerization of the plus end marks, the microtubules were centrifuged for 5 min at 20,800 *g* at room temperature and resuspended in BRB80 containing 20 µM taxol. Using taxol was crucial to prevent fusion of the polarity-marked microtubules. An estimate for the quality of the polarity marking is given in the Data analysis section.

Single molecule imaging
-----------------------

Single molecules of GFP-XCTK2 (added at 0.02 nM) on immobilized, GMP-CPP--stabilized microtubules were imaged essentially as described previously for kinesin ([@bib66]) except using here AB containing 50 mM KCl. The fluorescence intensities of GFP-XCTK2 molecules were similar to the signal from single dimeric GFP-tagged kinesins ([@bib66]), indicating that individual XCTK2 dimers were observed. To generate TIRF microscopy videos, a continuous stream with 100-ms exposure times per frame was recorded at 24°C for 70 s. At least two independent experiments per condition were performed.

Gliding assay
-------------

For microtubule surface gliding assays with XCTK2, Tris-NTA-PEG--functionalized glass was used and loaded with nickel ions as previously described ([@bib4]). XCTK2 was diluted in XCTK2 buffer at the indicated concentrations and allowed to bind to the surface for 10 min on ice. Imaging occurred in assay buffer containing 120 mM KCl supplemented with taxol-stabilized fluorescent Cy5-labeled microtubules. Microtubule gliding was observed at 24°C by TIRF microscopy using a setup as described previously ([@bib66]). Samples were excited at 639 nm, and time-lapsed images were recorded at 5-s time intervals with 100-ms exposure times. The set of experiments was performed with three different XCTK2 constructs as shown in the graph. Mean speeds were calculated using ∼50 gliding microtubules per data point.

Self-organization assay
-----------------------

Self-organization experiments were performed in 5-µl flow chambers assembled from a methoxy-PEG-2000--coated coverslip, double sticky tape (Tesa), and a glass slide treated with PLL-PEG. The chamber was placed on an ice-cold metal block and equilibrated with 50 µl self-organization buffer (prepared as a 2× stock and diluted to 1× with water to the following final concentrations: 20 mM Pipes, 1 mM EGTA, 7.25 mM MgCl~2~, 5 mM ATP, 1.5 mM GTP, 1 mM ME, 50 mM KCl, 30.6 mM glucose, 200 mM sucrose, 2 µM taxol, and 250 µg/ml β-casein, pH 6.85). The chamber was then loaded with self-organization mix and sealed with candle wax. The self-organization mix consisted of 50% (vol/vol) of 2× self-organization buffer, 2.5% (vol/vol) oxygen scavengers, 10% (vol/vol) Cy5-labeled tubulin (5% labeled tubulin), 5% (vol/vol) GFP-Eg5 (prediluted in Eg5 gel filtration buffer), 5% (vol/vol) mCherry-XCTK2 (prediluted in XCTK2 gel filtration buffer), and water (ad 100%). At tubulin concentrations higher than 20 µM, up to 20% (vol/vol) tubulin was used. The motor and tubulin concentrations are indicated in the figure legends. All motor proteins used in the assay were gel filtered, with the exception of experiments with Eg5-GFP at concentrations higher than 66 nM, in which non--gel-filtered Eg5-GFP was used.

For imaging, a microscope (Axiovert 200; Carl Zeiss, Inc.) with a 20× NA 0.8 air objective, an Exfo X-Cite 120 light source, and a camera (AxioCam MRm; Carl Zeiss, Inc.) was used. The microscope was equipped with an environment box (EMBL workshops), which was heated to 32°C. Microtubule polymerization and self-organization started (time point t = 0 s) when the temperature increased after placing the slide into the environment box. Images were recorded using 2 × 2 binning every 10 s in the Cy5, GFP, and/or mCherry channels for up to 1 h, with exposure times of 50 (Cy5), 300 (GFP), and 250 ms (mCherry). For some videos with high fluorescence intensities as a consequence of high kinesin concentrations, exposure times were reduced to avoid overexposure.

Data analysis
-------------

Fluorescence intensities of GFP-XCTK2 and Eg5-GFP in the microtubule pair sliding experiments were quantified using a self-written Matlab (MathWorks) program in the following way: using local adaptive thresholding (G. Xiong, Matlab Central), two masks were interactively defined for each Cy5 microtubule video, marking the regions of high intensity as microtubule overlap and the low intensity regions as single microtubules. These masks were applied to the corresponding GFP-motor video, obtaining GFP fluorescence values for the regions of microtubule pairs, single microtubules, and background. The signals were background subtracted and averaged over the entire video, yielding mean values. The mean intensities were plotted as a function of the motor concentrations. For each data point, six videos were analyzed and averaged. We assume proportionality between fluorescence intensity and GFP-protein density in all experiments. To extract the *K*~d~ for the binding of XCTK2 to microtubule overlaps, Origin (OriginLab) was used to fit the equation I = I~max~ × c/(c + *K*~d~). Binding curves in the linear range were fitted by linear regression. Note that the arbitrary intensity units are only comparable within one set of experiments, not between different experiments, as the camera and laser settings were always adjusted to make use of the full dynamic range of the camera.

The reduction of the XCTK2-driven antiparallel microtubule sliding velocity v by the DoubleTail construct ([Fig. 6 C](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}, right) was assumed to be caused by protein friction caused by DoubleTail. For the fit to the data in [Fig. 6 C](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}, we used the equation$$v = v_{0}/\left( {1 + \left\lbrack {DoubleTail} \right\rbrack \times Q} \right).$$This equation is derived as follows: using a linear force--velocity relationship, the total force F~tot~ generated by n~XCTK2~ motors is F~tot~ = n~XCTK2~ × (1 − v/v~0~) × F~s~, with v~0~ being the zero-load velocity and F~s~ being the stall force of the motor.

The drag force F~d~ exerted by n~DoubleTail~ DoubleTail molecules is F~d~ = −n~DoubleTail~ × γ × v, with γ being the friction coefficient. For force balance, the velocity is$$v = v_{0}/\left( {1 + \left( {n_{DoubleTail}/n_{XCTK2}} \right) \times \left( {\gamma \times v_{0}/F_{s}} \right)} \right).$$

For competitive binding of XCTK2 and of DoubleTail to microtubules under conditions in which the number of binding sites is small as compared with the number of binders in the experiment (as in our assay), the ratio of the binders is$$n_{DoubleTail}/n_{XCTK2} = \left\lbrack {DoubleTail} \right\rbrack/\left\lbrack {XCTK2} \right\rbrack \times \left( {K_{XCTK2}/K_{DoubleTail}} \right),$$i.e., the ratio of the concentrations of the binders in the experiments multiplied by the ratio of equilibrium dissociation constants. Inserting [Eq. 3](#fd3){ref-type="disp-formula"} in [Eq. 2](#fd2){ref-type="disp-formula"} leads to [Eq. 1](#fd1){ref-type="disp-formula"} with the fit parameter Q = (1/\[XCTK2\]) × (K~d,XCTK2~/K~d,DoubleTail~) × (γ × v~0~/F~s~).

For the fit of the binding curve of DoubleTail in [Fig. 6 C](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} (middle), we used I = I~max~ × \[DoubleTail\]/(\[DoubleTail\] + *K*~d,DoubleTail~), with I being the fluorescence intensity of GFP-DoubleTail, I~max~ being the fluorescence intensity at saturation, and *K*~d~ the dissociation constant. For the fit of the curve of competitive XCTK2 and DoubleTail binding ([Fig. 6 C](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}, right), we used I = I~0~ − I~0~ × \[DoubleTail\]/(*K*~d,DoubleTail~ + \[DoubleTail\]), with I being the measured intensity of mCherry-XCTK2, I~0~ being the intensity of mCherry-XCTK2 in the absence of DoubleTail, and *K*~d~ the dissociation constant of DoubleTail. This equation is valid for competitive binding at conditions when the bound (as compared with free) fractions of both XCTK2 and also DoubleTail are negligibly small and when the XCTK2 concentration is much smaller than its dissociation constant for microtubule binding, which is the case in our experiment (see for example [@bib57]). We made a global fit to the DoubleTail binding curve and to the XCTK2 displacement curve sharing the parameter for *K*~d,DoubleTail~. All fits were made using Origin.

Microtubule transport speeds in microtubule pair sliding experiments were measured from kymographs that were produced in ImageJ (National Institutes of Health; [@bib58]) or using a self-written Matlab function. 20--35 sliding microtubules (26 on average) were measured per condition to calculate averaged speeds.

In experiments with polarity-marked microtubules, all Alexa Fluor 568--microtubules in one video (i.e., the microtubules that were bound via motors to the surface-immobilized Cy5 microtubules) were counted manually and classified as parallel or antiparallel. The ratio of antiparallel nonmotile microtubule pairs plus parallel motile microtubule pairs divided by all microtubule pairs calculated over all experiments was 1.9 ± 0.3%, indicating a very low ratio of wrong polarity marks.

From each antiparallel microtubule pair, a kymograph was created, and the trace of the moving microtubule end was divided into segments with constant (or zero) sliding velocity. From these segmented traces, the spatial position of the microtubule end for each time point was obtained, and using a self-written Matlab function, displacement curves for each individual motile microtubule were generated. From this dataset, the instantaneous velocities were extracted (here defined as the speed between two frames of the recorded time-lapse video, i.e., for a time interval of 6 s) and a histogram (containing the pooled data of three independent sets of experiments) was created. From the individual displacement curves, mean displacement and MSD curves were created. The mean speeds for microtubules moving in plus or minus direction were calculated from the histograms for each condition. The percentages of microtubules moving in plus or minus direction ([Fig. 2 D](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}) were calculated by averaging the percentages gained from the instantaneous velocity distributions of three independent experiments. Microtubules moving slower than 3 nm/s were considered immotile and not included into this analysis.

Single molecule streams of GFP-XCTK2 on immobilized microtubules were processed using Kalaimoscope motion tracker software (Transinsight). The tracks were exported, and dwell time and MSD plots were generated using a self-written Matlab function. Fits to these plots were again obtained with Origin. Dwell time was defined as the mean lifetime of the single motor on the microtubule, which can be obtained by an exponential fit to a histogram of the temporal track lengths (measured by Kalaimoscope). The slope of the MSD curve is obtained by a linear fit to the linear region of the MSD curve ([@bib54]; [@bib66]).

For the analysis of the dynamics of self-organization of microtubules and motors, the standard deviation for all pixels in a frame of a video (a measure for the contrast; [@bib20])$$stdev = \sqrt{\frac{1}{n - 1}{\sum\limits_{n}\left( I_{n} - \overline{I} \right)}^{2}}$$(with *I~n~* being the raw intensity values of the image) and the Pearson correlation coefficient for two corresponding frames recorded in different color channels (a measure for the degree of colocalization ([@bib76])$$R_{r} = \frac{\sum\limits_{n}{\left( {I_{1,n} - {\overline{I}}_{1}} \right)\left( {I_{2,n} - {\overline{I}}_{2}} \right)}}{\sqrt{\sum\limits_{n}{\left( {I_{1,n} - {\overline{I}}_{1}} \right)^{2}{\sum\limits_{n}\left( {I_{2,n} - {\overline{I}}_{2}} \right)^{2}}}}}$$(with *I~1~* and *I~2~* being the corresponding intensity values in images from different color channels, normalized to values between 0 and 1) were calculated from the raw images using a self-written Matlab program. These standard deviations and the correlation coefficients were plotted versus the time after the start of polymerization. To minimize the effect of focusing artifacts, the obtained curves were filtered using a sliding window averaging with a window size of 29 time points. Two to five of these curves were averaged to obtain the averaged curves shown in [Fig. S2 B](http://www.jcb.org/cgi/content/full/jcb.200910125/DC1).

Online supplemental material
----------------------------

Fig. S1 shows microtubule gliding driven by surface-immobilized XCTK2. Fig. S2 shows how the pathway of microtubule organization by XCTK2 depends on the motor/microtubule ratio. Fig. S3 shows self-organization experiments with Eg5-GFP alone and with mixtures of Eg5 and XCTK2. Fig. S4 shows an SDS gel. Videos 1--3 show microtubule sliding experiments with 50 nM GFP-XCTK2 (Video 1), with 10 nM Eg5-GFP (Video 2), and with 0.66 nM Eg5-GFP and 0.5 nM XCTK2 (Video 3). Video 4 shows the self-organization of 100 nM mCherry-XCTK2 and 20 µM tubulin. Video 5 shows how 333 nM Eg5-GFP and 20 µM tubulin self-organize in comparison with 300 nM Kin-Eg5--GFP and 10 µM tubulin. Video 6 shows how 66 nM Eg5-GFP, 100 nM mCherry-XCTK2, and 20 µM tubulin self-organize in comparison with 50 nM chimeric Kin-Eg5--GFP, 250 nM mCherry-XCTK2, and 20 µM tubulin. Video 7 shows the self-organization of 66 nM Eg5-GFP, 100 nM mCherry-XCTK2, and 20 µM tubulin in the absence or presence of 1 µM Z-GFP-DoubleTail. Video 8 shows how varying concentrations of tubulin affect self-organization in the presence of 100 nM mCherry-XCTK2. Video 9 shows inefficient organization in the presence of varying Eg5 concentrations. Video 10 shows the self-organization of 333 or 10 nM Eg5-GFP with 100 nM mCherry-XCTK2 and 20 µM tubulin. Table S1 lists gel filtration data of the purified proteins used in this study. Online supplemental material is available at <http://www.jcb.org/cgi/content/full/jcb.200910125/DC1>.
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